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SOME IMPORTANT ANSWERS EXPECTED ! 

LOCAL ELECTION & CANDIDATE POSITIONS 

Emails have been sent from HEST to all leaders of 

groups standing in the Shoalhaven Council                    

elections— John Fergusson, Amanda Findley,                 

Joanna Gash, Andrew Guile and Greg Watson. 

The emails are specific to each candidate asking 

them to outline their public  position on                            

Heritage Estate. 

HEST #14 will have the responses to these. 
 

FEDERAL FUNDING 

A decision on the second application for Federal 

Government funding is due in September.                              

An answer to the first application [May 2011] due 

in September 2011, was not provided until                  

February 2012 !  Hopefully, the news is not as             

delayed this time. We provided three ‘Letters of                  

Support’ for this application. 

 

 

The Damage & Vandalism Continues                                        

Two trees have been felled and sawn for 

firewood in a section of the Estate              

adjacent to the Naval College Road, 

which features a restricted stand of 

Blackbutt [Euc.piluaris]. There have been 

previous concerns on the very same site.  

One of the trees was a dead tree but the 

perching and habitat value is lost to a act 

of vandalism.  Each time the vehicle has 

been similar and such a vehicle was                

reported to Rangers as parked at the 

crossroad-roundabout, full of firewood 

for sale.  Rangers are investigating.                    

It is hard to imagine someone getting 

away with such vandalism next to                   

such a  busy road. All concerns should be 

reported to Council Rangers. 


